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Abstract

In a conversational search scenario, a query
might be context-dependent because some
words are referred to previous expressions
or omitted. Previous works tackle the issue
by either reformulating the query into a self-
contained query (query rewriting) or learning
a contextualized query embedding from the
query context (context modelling). In this pa-
per, we propose a model CRDR that can per-
form query rewriting and context modelling in
a unified framework in which the query rewrit-
ing’s supervision signals further enhance the
context modelling. Instead of generating a new
query, CRDR only performs necessary modifi-
cations on the original query, which improves
both accuracy and efficiency of query rewriting.
In the meantime, the query rewriting benefits
the context modelling by explicitly highlighting
relevant terms in the query context, which im-
proves the quality of the learned contextualized
query embedding. To verify the effectiveness
of CRDR, we perform comprehensive experi-
ments on TREC CAsT-19 and TREC CAsT-20
datasets, and the results show that our method
outperforms all baseline models in terms of
both quality of query rewriting and quality of
context-aware ranking.

1 Introduction

The recent rising of intelligent assistants triggers
the transition of information retrieval systems
from ad-hoc search to conversational search (Croft,
2019; Gao et al., 2020; Ren et al., 2021). Search-
ing in a conversational manner provides interactive
information exchange between users and the sys-
tem. Such interactive format is usually achieved
by multi-turn dialogues, with which the system
can understand the user’s complex information
needs (Dalton et al., 2020b,a).

In a conversational system, a user often asks
follow-up questions about something referred to
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Where is the Phoenix city?

What is its population?

… with 1,680,992 people (as of 2019). It is also 
the fifth-most populous city  in …

How about ( the population of ) 
New York?

… With a 2020 population of 8,804,190 
distributed over 302.6 square miles …

Anaphora

Ellipsis

q1

q2

q3

… Phoenix is the capital and most 
populous city in Arizona …

Figure 1: A case of Conversational Search

previous dialogue context (Vakulenko et al., 2021a;
Radlinski and Craswell, 2017; Ren et al., 2021).
Therefore, a conversational search query is likely to
be context-dependent and not self-contained. The
real user intent is hidden underneath not only the
current query but the whole query context. Fig-
ure 1 shows an example of conversational search,
from which we can find two most typical linguistic
phenomenons that undermine the semantic com-
pleteness of a single query in the conversation,
namely anaphora and ellipsis (Vakulenko et al.,
2020). Specifically, anaphora refers to the phe-
nomenon of an expression that depends on an ex-
pression in the previous context. For example, in
Figure 1, the word “its” in q2 depends on the expres-
sion “the Phoenix city” in q1. Meanwhile, ellipsis
refers to the phenomenon of the omission of ex-
pressions in the previous context. For example, the
complete form of q3 in Figure 1 should be “How
about the population of New York?”. However, the
expression “the population of” is omitted.

Due to these two key characteristics, a single
query in conversational search is inherently incom-
plete and ambiguous (Qu et al., 2020; Reddy et al.,
2019). There are a few attempts that aim to al-
leviate such problems. Generally, these methods
can be divided into two groups. The first group of
methods formalize the problem as context-aware
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query rewriting (Ren et al., 2018; Vakulenko et al.,
2021b; Lin et al., 2021c; Vakulenko et al., 2021a;
Yu et al., 2020). Most of these methods finetune a
pretrained language model (e.g.GPT2 and T5) to
generate a new query via an auto-aggressive de-
coder (Vakulenko et al., 2021b,a; Yu et al., 2020).

The second group of methods are on the top of
dense retrieval models (Lee et al., 2019; Karpukhin
et al., 2020; Luan et al., 2021; Xiong et al., 2020;
Yu et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2021b). These meth-
ods seek to tackle the query ambiguity by learn-
ing a contextualized dense representation from the
query context, which can be then used for dense re-
trieval (Yu et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2021b). Though
these dense retrieval methods booster the perfor-
mances in many information retrieval tasks, we
argue that the current dense retrieval methods have
two limitations in conversational search: (1) pre-
vious conversational dense retrieval models fail to
reformulate the original query into a well-formed
readable query, which is useful for re-ranking, pro-
viding explainability and benefit other conversa-
tional scenarios (e.g.query suggestion or query clar-
ification) ; (2) most of the current dense retrieval
models are trained on ad-hoc queries (Xiong et al.,
2020; Yates et al., 2021). And we speculate that
these models lack the ability to highlight impor-
tant terms in the conversational query context ac-
curately (will discuss in Section 4). The two lim-
itations of current conversational dense retrieval
methods undermine the potentiality of a conversa-
tional search system.

In this paper, we propose a Conversational Query
Rwriting method for Dense Retrieval (CRDR). It
explores enhancing the context modelling ability of
a dense retrieval model with term supervision sig-
nals learned during query rewriting. In other words,
CRDR simultaneously learns a term-enhanced
contextualized query embedding for a better
ranking and reformulates the original query
into a well-formed query. The advantages of
CRDR are two-fold. First, CRDR can generate
a well-formed query which is beneficial as men-
tioned above. Second, with the explicitly enhanced
term weighting inspired by the query reformula-
tion, the learned conversational query embedding
can better represent the user’s intent and will lead
to better retrieval quality.

CRDR achieves the goal via two modules,
namely the Query Rewriting module and the Dense
Retrieval module. The Query Rewriting module

treats the task as query modification. Specifically,
it directly performs token-level modifications (re-
place or insert) on the original query with relevant
terms in the query context. The idea is directly
motivated by the linguistic definition of anaphora
and ellipsis which are two key characteristics of
conversational search (see Section 3.3). Instead of
generating a new query, our method directly use
information in the query context to modify the cur-
rent query. Besides, the Dense Retrieval module
learns a contextualized query embedding from the
query context in which it considers the relevant
terms detected during query writing. During the
query rewriting, we measure the relevance between
the terms in the query context and the current query.
For the terms with high relevant scores, we will
dynamically fuse their semantics into the current
query embedding.

To verify the quality of the reformulated query
and contextualized query embedding generated by
CRDR, we conduct experiments on both traditional
inverted index-based retrieval and dense retrieval
models. Experiment results show that CRDR out-
performs all baseline models.

Our contributions can be summarized as: (1) We
seek to unify query rewriting with dense retrieval in
conversational search and reveal that explicit query
rewriting is beneficial to conversational dense re-
trieval. (2) We propose CRDR, which integrates
the query rewriting and dense retrieval in a uni-
fied framework in which the learned contextual-
ized query embedding is enhanced by the relevant
terms detected during query rewriting. (3) CRDR
can simultaneously learn a term-enhance contex-
tualized query embedding for dense retrieval and
generate an explicit query which provides explan-
ability and benefits other tasks. (4) Extensive ex-
periments show that our method outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods on both traditional inverted
index-based retrieval and dense retrieval.

2 Related Work

Conversational search is considered as one of the
most promising searching paradigm in the informa-
tion retrieval domain (Gao et al., 2020). With the
release of TREC Conversational Assistant Track
(CAsT), many researchers pay much attention into
the task (Dalton et al., 2020b,a). The CAsT tasks
contain multi-turn dialouge turns seeking informa-
tion from the web search engine. The tasks are
evaluated by measuring the accuracy of retrieved
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documents given the dialogue queries. Along the
direction, previous works either leveraging a query
rewriting model to generate a new query or learn
a contextualized query embedding to represent the
whole query context.

Query rewriting is a widely applied technique to
alleviate query ambiguity in conversational search.
It aims to reformulate the original query into a
self-contained query with the query context. Query
rewriting task was first introduced by Elgohary et al.
(2019). They released the CANARD dataset deriv-
ing from the QuAC dataset and provides human
reformulated queries (Choi et al., 2018). Recent
TREC CAsT tasks greatly promoted the develop-
ment of conversational query writing research (Dal-
ton et al., 2020b,a). They defined conversational
search as a task in which effective passage retrieval
requires understanding a query context. Follow the
CAsT tasks, Mele et al. (2020) proposed a set of
heuristic methods including part-of-speech, depen-
dency parse and co-reference resolution to rewrite
the original query. Besides, Voskarides et al. (2020)
treated the task as relevance term classification in
which each term in the query context is assigned a
binary label. They then added the relevant terms at
the end of the original query. To generate a well-
formed natural language query, many methods treat
the task as text generation in which they input the
query context into a text generation model and pre-
dict a new query (Vakulenko et al., 2021a; Yu et al.,
2020; Pradeep et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2021c; Ren
et al., 2018). Yu et al. (2020) proposed a rule-
based query simplification method generating a
large number of distantly supervised data to train
a text generation model. To increase the genera-
tive ability of the text generation model, Vakulenko
et al. (2021a) proposed a model that considers sev-
eral individual word distributions during decoding.
Besides, Lin et al. (2021c) proposed a method that
considers term importance.

A dense retrieval system usually applies a bi-
encoder architecture to encode the query and doc-
ument into dense vector separately (Karpukhin
et al., 2020; Luan et al., 2021; Xiong et al., 2020).
It then computes the query-document relevance
with similarity functions (e.g.dot product) and per-
forms retrieval via dense searching algorithms
(e.g.approximate nearest neighbor) (Andoni and In-
dyk, 2008). In conversational search, the query em-
bedding is learned from a set of follow-up queries
instead of an ad-hoc query. As labelling ground

truth query in conversational search is exhausted,
it is difficult to train a dense retrieval model dedi-
cated to the conversational system. Therefore, Lin
et al. (2021b) directly concatenated the follow-up
queries into a long sequence and fed them to the
dense retrieval model finetuned on the CANARD
dataset. Through this way, the model can learn a
query embedding from the whole query context
and then perform dense retrieval. Besides, Yu et al.
(2021) proposed a few-shot framework to continue
training an ad-hoc dense retrieval model. Mao et al.
(2022) utilize a curriculum contrastive method to
denoise the conversational context for better rep-
resentations. Similarly, they then learn a query
embedding which is used in the dense retrieval sys-
tem.

In this paper, we first obtain the well-formed
query via an Encode-Tag-Modify framework.
Then, we use the relevant terms detected in the
query context as supervision signals to enhance the
robustness of the query encoder.

3 Methodology

3.1 Preliminary
The goal of a search system is to retrieve a docu-
ment d∗ from a large document repository D for a
query q that maximizes the following objective:

d∗ = argmax
d∈D

f(q, d), (1)

where f(q, d) denotes the relevance score for a
query-document pair (q, d).

In the conversational search scenario, the query
qk, k ≤ n belongs to multi-turn queries Q =
{qi}, i ∈ [1, n]. Thus, the query qk can be am-
biguous and context-dependent. More specifically,
the current query qk is conditioned on the query
history Q1:k−1. As a result, the real user intent is
hidden under not only the current query but the
whole query history. Formally, in conversational
search, Eq. (1) can be modified as :

d∗ = argmax
d∈D

f(Q1:k, d), (2)

where Q1:k = {q1, · · · , qk} is the query context
which can be very long and noisy. To this end, we
need to find a surrogate query q∗ that represents the
real intent of the current query qk:

q∗ = g(Q1:k), (3)

where g(·) denotes the mapping function.
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Figure 2: The overall Architecture of the proposed model CRDR which is comprised of the Query Rewriting module
and the Dense Retrieval module. The detail of Query Rewriting module is at Figure 3.

As mentioned in Section 1, many works define
the mapping function g(·) as a text generator or a
term classifier. They obtain the reformulated query
q∗ by query generation or expansion. The obtained
query is then feed into the traditional retrieval-
rerank pipeline.

Another direction, namely conversational dense
retrieval, aims to encode the query context into a
contextualized query embedding q∗ via a query
encoder ϕ(·):

q∗ = ϕ(Q1:k). (4)

The query context encoder ϕ(·) is usually initial-
ized from a pretrained language model (e.g.BERT)
and the contextualized query embedding q∗ can be
used for end to end dense retrieval (Yu et al., 2021;
Lin et al., 2021b). The dense retrieval step is usu-
ally performed by computing similarity scores for
the (query, document) pairs, which can be efficient
via various tools (e.g.Faiss (Johnson et al., 2019)).
We will further introduce the conversational dense
retrieval in Section 3.4.

3.2 CRDR: The Proposed Model
The query ambiguity in conversational search un-
dermines the search system’s performance. Pre-
vious works seek to solve such an issue by (1)
rewriting the context-dependent query into a self-
contained query; (2) learning a contextualized
query embedding for dense retrieval. Intuitively,
we can unify the two methods to boost the search
system’s performance by first reformulating the
query and then learning a dense representation from
the reformulated query. Nevertheless, in practice,
the reformulated query is not perfect, and there-
fore the performance of dense search system is
bounded (Vakulenko et al., 2021a; Yu et al., 2020).

To this end, we propose CRDR, which is com-
prised of the Query Rewrite module and the Dense

Retrieval module. Instead of learning a query em-
bedding from the reformulated query, CRDR dy-
namically choose to utilize the relevant terms de-
tected during query rewriting to enhance the query
embedding learned from the query context. Specif-
ically, the Query Rewrite module generates a self-
contained query via an Encode-Tag-Modify frame-
work. It first identifies the relevant terms in the
query context, and then modifies the tokens of the
original query with the identified terms. The Dense
Retrieval module learns a term-enhanced contex-
tualized query representation from the query con-
text which considers the semantic connections be-
tween the current query and relevant terms in the
query context. The Dense Retrieval module is en-
hanced by the prior knowledge provided by the
Query Rewrite module. Figure 2 shows the overall
architecture of CRDR.

3.3 Query Rewriting via Modification
Instead of generating a new query or expanding
query with relevant terms, CRDR formalizes the
query rewriting task as query modification. We
directly modify the current query qk by either re-
placing or inserting tokens at a proper position in
the current query qk. CRDR achieves the goal in
a Encode-Tag-Modify framework. Figure 3 illus-
trates the query rewrite module in CRDR.

In the Encode-Tag-Modify framework, CRDR
first encodes the query context Q1:k into contextu-
alized representations. It then performs token-level
classification to assign a label l ∈ {O,REL, IN}
to each token in Q1:k. The labels refer to: (1)
REL: mentions terms in the previous query con-
text Q1:k−1 that might be a referred or omitted
expressions for the current query; (2) IN: mentions
the tokens that might be an entry point for query
modification (e.g.“its” in the q2 of the Figure 1); (3)
O: mentions other irrelevant terms. In the modify
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step, CRDR rewrites the current query qk by two
heuristic methods: (1) replace the IN token with
the REL tokens, and (2) insert the REL tokens
after the IN token. Take the conversation in Fig-
ure 1 as an example, the word “its” in q2 is a IN
token which will be replaced by the REL token
“Arizona”. To achieve so, we apply three simple
rules: (1) replace: when the IN token is a pronoun1

or possessive pronoun2, we replace it with the REL
tokens or its possessive form; (2) insert: when the
IN token is other words, we insert the REL tokens
after the IN token; (3) add: when no IN token is
detected, we add the REL tokens at the end of the
current query. Especially when no IN token and
REL token is detected, the current query will keep
unmodified.

Precisely, for the i-th query qi, i ∈ [1, k],
its tokens {wi

1, · · · , wi
ni
}, and the query con-

text Q1,k = {q1, · · · , qk}, we have Q =
{{w1

1, · · · , w1
n1
}, · · · , {wk

1 , · · · , wk
nk
}}. In the En-

code step, we concatenate the query context Q =
{q1, · · · , qk} into a token sequence S:

S = wCLS, w
1
1, · · · , wSEP, · · · , wk

nk
. (5)

Then, we use a pretrained language model
(e.g.BERT) to encode the token sequence S into
contextualized token representations S:

S = ϕrewrite(S) = {e1, · · · , en}, (6)

where ϕrewrite denotes the query encoder in the
query rewriting module. And S ∈ Rn×d, n is
the total number of tokens in the sequence S, d is
the size of the contextualized token representation.

In the Tag step, we feed the contextualized to-
ken representations S into a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) with Softmax to get the label probability
distributions:

S̃ = Softmax(MLP(S)) = {ẽ1, · · · , ẽn}, (7)

where S̃ ∈ Rn×3. We then assign each token a
label that has the highest probability to get the
label sequence:

L = argmax(S̃) = {l1, · · · , ln}, (8)

where li, i ∈ [1, n] represents the label for the i-th
token.

After obtaining the labels {l1, · · · , ln}, we can
rewrite the current query qk into a self-contained

1it, he, she, they etc.
2its, his, her, their etc.

Tell me about the Bronze Age Collapse . [SEP] What is the evidence for it ?

Encoder

Tagger

O O O REL REL REL REL O O O O O O O IN ?

the Bronze Age Collapse it

replace

What the evidence for the Bronze Age CollapseҘ

Context: 

Label: 

Reformulated query: 

Figure 3: The Query Rewrite module of CRDR

query q∗k via the modify step which is introduced
above. We will further discuss the benefits and
limitations of the CRDR’s query rewriting method
in Section 5.

3.4 Dense Retrieval in CRDR
Recently, the dense retrieval methods draw much
attention (Karpukhin et al., 2020; Luan et al., 2021;
Xiong et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2021b).
These methods usually utilize an deep neural model
(e.g.Bi-Encoder) to separately encodes the query q
and the document d into dense representations. It
then obtain the relevance score:

f(q, d) = sim⟨ϕ(q), ψ(d)⟩, (9)

where sim⟨·⟩ denotes computing the similarity be-
tween two vectors. ϕ(·) and ψ(·) denote the query
encoder and document encoder, respectively. The
encoders are usually initialized from a pretrained
language model (e.g.BERT). They encode the text
sequence into a dense embedding sequence and
then perform pooling operations (e.g.the [CLS] em-
bedding in BERT) to get a single dense embedding
to represent the query or the document.

Typically, the optimizing goal for a dense re-
trieval model is to maximize the probability:

P(q, d+,D) =
ef(q,d

+)

ef(q,d+) +
∑

d−∈D ef(q,d−)
,

(10)
where d+ and d− represent the relevant document
and the negative document given the query q. D
represents the entire document corpus.

Besides, the document embeddings can be
offline computed and indexed. Thus, many
dense searching algorithms (e.g.approximate near-
est neighbor) can be used when performing infer-
ence (Andoni and Indyk, 2008).

In this paper, we focus on dense retrieval for con-
versational search. We investigate how to obtain a
query embedding that faithfully represents all the
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necessary information of a set of follow-up queries.
In conversational search, a query qk, k ∈ [1, n] be-
longs to multi-turn queries Q = {qi}, i ∈ [1, n].
The current query qk is context-dependent and
might be semantically incomplete to represent the
real user intent. Therefore, solely encoding the cur-
rent query qk would omit the context information,
which is essential to represent real user intent. To
tackle the issue, Yu et al. (2021) propose a teacher-
student framework to train the query encoder ϕ(·).
In the framework, the student model encodes the
query context Q1:k into a dense representation q′

k:

q′
k = ϕstudent(Q1:k), (11)

where ϕstudent(·) represents the student query en-
coder.

The teacher model use a pretrained ad-hoc query
encoder to encode the manual oracle query q∗k into
a dense representation q∗

k:

q∗
k = ϕteacher(q

∗
k), (12)

And the teacher model distill its knowledge to the
student model by using the MSE loss.

The contextualized query embedding q′
k aims to

summarize the semantic information of the whole
query context. We find that when the query context
becomes long, it is difficult for the contextualized
query embedding q′

k to highlight all the important
information accurately. In such a situation, we pro-
pose the contextualized query representation q′

k

can be enhanced by considering the relevant terms
in the query context. As mentioned in Section 3.3,
the Query Rewrite module in CRDR modifies the
original query with detected relevant terms. Intu-
itively, we can enhance the contextualized query
embedding q′

k by explicitly introduce these de-
tected relevant terms as supplementing informa-
tion. Formally speaking, given the query context
Q1:k = {{w1

1, · · · , w1
n1
}, · · · , {wk

1 , · · · , wk
nk
}},

we concatenate the query context the same as Eq.
(5) to get a text sequence S which is then fed to the
query encoder ϕ(·):

S = ϕ(S) = {e1, · · · , en}, (13)

where the e1 corresponds to the [CLS] token,
which is usually used the query embedding (Lin
et al., 2021b; Yu et al., 2021). Thus, Eq. (11) be-
come:

q′
k = ϕstudent(Q1:k) = e1. (14)

As mentioned above, the [CLS] token’s embed-
ding might fail to summarize all the necessary infor-
mation from the query context. Therefore, except
for the [CLS] embedding, CRDR integrates the
relevant term’s embeddings into the [CLS] token’s
embedding, yielding an enhanced query embedding
q̂′
k:

q̂′
k = α · e1+(1−α) ·mean

dim=0
(er1, · · · , erm), (15)

where α decides the proportions of relevant em-
beddings and mean(·) defines the mean pooling
operation. And (er1, · · · , erm) denote m relevant
token’s embeddings.

We think that only when the contextualized
query embedding q′

k = e1 fails to highlight the im-
portant information in the query context, we need
to enhance the contextualized query representation.
Therefore, we use the attention scores from the
[CLS] token to measure whether the relevant terms
are highlightened. Specifically, for the [CLS] to-
ken, we have its attention scores Z = {z1, · · · , zn}
(averaged on attention heads) to n tokens in the se-
quence. We compute the α value by:

α = 1− mean(zr1, · · · , zrm)

max(Z)
, (16)

where mean(zr1, · · · , zrm) represent the average
of the m relevant token’s attention scores. The
max(Z) represents the highest attention score in Z,
which is used to normalize the averaged attention
score of the relevant tokens. Eq. (16) shows that
when the [CLS] token already put enough attention
on the relevant terms, the α value becomes small,
and therefore, the impacts of relevant term’s embed-
dings decrease. Otherwise, when the [CLS] token
fail to attend to the relevant terms, the impacts of
the relevant embeddings increase and therefore, the
query embedding q̂′

k is enhanced.

3.5 Training and Inference
In the training phase, we train the Query Rewriting
module and the Dense Retrieval module separately
as the optimization goal of the two tasks are rather
different. Specifically, the optimization goal of the
Query Rewriting module is to correctly assign la-
bels to the tokens in the query context and objective
function of the module is the Cross-Entropy Loss.
The goal of the Dense Retrieval in the conversa-
tional search is to obtain a contextualized query em-
bedding that faithfully represent the query context.
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To train the Dense Retrieval module, we apply the
teacher-student training framework with the MSE
Loss. In the framework, according to the Eq (15),
we can rewrite the Eq. (11) as q̂′

k = ϕstudent(Q1:k).
Thus, the loss function of the Dense Retrieval mod-
ule is:

L = MSE(q̂′
k,q

∗
k). (17)

In the inference phase, as shown in Figure 2, the
two modules synchronously encode the query con-
text into dense embedding sequences. Then, the
Query Writing module will first assign labels to
the tokens, and the Dense Retrieval module will
obtain the term-enhanced contextualized query em-
bedding q̂′

k according to Eq. (15), which is then
used for dense retrieval. In practice, CRDR can
output the reformulated query and the query embed-
ding approximately the same time. We can either
use the reformulated query for traditional inverted
index-based retrieval or query embedding for dense
retrieval. Furthermore, the reformulated query can
be used to perform document rerank.

4 Experiments

4.1 Settings

We conduct experiments regarding three types of
search systems: the traditional inverted-index re-
trieval (BM25), dense retrieval, and hybrid retrieval.
For each type, we choose previous SOTA models
as baselines. The details of the baseline models can
be referred to Appendix B.

To fairly compare with the baselines, we evaluate
CRDR with the following settings: (1) we use the
CRDR’s reformulated queries to perform the tradi-
tional inverted-index retrieval (sparse retrieval); (2)
we use the CRDR’s query embeddings to perform
dense retrieval; (3) we fuse the CRDR’S results of
sparse retrieval and dense retrieval, yielding hybrid
search. The implementation details of CRDR and
all baseline models can be referred to Appendix A.

We evaluate the ranking performance of mod-
els that apply the inverted-index retrieval with cut-
off@1000 and report Recall@1000, MRR3 and
nDCG@3 (official evaluation metric of TREC
CAsT). We also report the reformulated query’s
F1-score (F) to compare the token-level rewriting
quality. For dense retrieval, following Yu et al.
(2021), we report cutoff@100 and report MRR and
nDCG@3 to evaluate their ranking performance.

3we follow the TREC CAsT-20’s official setting, using
relevance scale ≥ 2 as positive for MRR.

In CRDR, the query rewriting module is trained
on CANARD dataset (Elgohary et al., 2019) of
which the token labels are automatically gener-
ated. We evaluate the models by performing five-
fold cross validation on the benchmark datasets,
TREC CAsT-19 and TREC CAsT-20 (Dalton et al.,
2020b,a). More information of the used datasets
can be referred to Appendix C.

4.2 Results

Table 1 shows the results from which we find that
CRDR achieves the best performance across
most evaluation metrics on the two datasets
regarding both sparse retrieval and dense re-
trieval. Regarding sparse retrieval, CRDR ob-
tains the best performance on the two datasets
across all the evaluation metrics except for reranked
NDCG@3 on CAsT-20, which verifies the high
quality of CRDR’s reformulated queries. Regard-
ing dense retrieval, CRDR consistently outper-
forms the previous method, which verifies the ef-
fectiveness of the term-enhanced query embedding
learned by CRDR. Regarding hybrid search, which
fuses the BM25 results and the dense retrieval re-
sults, we find that the performances increase in the
CAsT-19 dataset but not in the CAsT-20 dataset.
The potential reason might be: in the CAsT-20
dataset, the BM25 results can not provide orthogo-
nal information that the dense retrieval system fails
to capture. As mentioned by Dalton et al. (2020a),
queries in the CAsT-20 dataset refer to previous re-
sponses given by a system, which makes the depen-
dencies in the query context more complex. Hence,
the ability of query rewriting with ad-hoc search is
undermined as it can not fully represent the query
context. In such situations, the potentiality of a
dense retrieval system greatly increases.

5 Discussion

In this section, we first conduct a breakdown analy-
sis to explore the pros and cons of sparse retrieval
and dense retrieval in conversational search. Then,
we illustrate how the query rewriting in our CRDR
can be used to denoise the query context when
learning the conversational context representation.
In Appendix D, we use a case study to explicitly
walk through why our CRDR performs better than
baseline models.
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Table 1: The results of all models on two datasets. ‘†’ indicates the model outperforms all baselines significantly with
paired t-test at p < 0.05 level. ‘♢’ indicates the model uses cutoff@100. Otherwise, the model uses cutoff@1000.
Best results in each block are denoted in bold. We also list the performance of manual oracle query as reference.

Search Model
CAsT-19 CAsT-20

Recall MRR NDCG@3 F1 Recall MRR NDCG@3 F1Initial Initial Reranked Initial Reranked Initial Initial Reranked Initial Reranked

Sparse Original 0.419 0.321 0.418 0.136 0.267 0.82 0.252 0.100 0.252 0.069 0.197 0.74
Sparse Transformer++ 0.755 0.557 0.805 0.267 0.525 0.91 0.351 0.162 0.349 0.100 0.254 0.70
Sparse Self-Learn 0.729 0.541 0.768 0.311 0.501 0.90 0.463 0.240 0.453 0.158 0.343 0.76
Sparse Rule-based 0.736 0.519 0.745 0.280 0.492 0.91 0.458 0.210 0.436 0.136 0.340 0.78
Sparse QuReTeC 0.778 0.605 0.810 0.338 0.507 0.89 0.559 0.262 0.489 0.171 0.370 0.78
Sparse CRDR 0.795† 0.664† 0.811 0.340 0.528† 0.91 0.574† 0.267† 0.497† 0.174 0.363 0.80†

Sparse Human 0.812 0.802 0.866 0.312 0.580 1.00 0.711 0.378 0.691 0.242 0.532 1.00

Dense ConvDR♦ - 0.740 0.802 0.466 0.526 - - 0.501 0.506 0.340 0.362 -
Dense CRDR♦ - 0.765† 0.819† 0.472† 0.553† - - 0.501 0.517† 0.350† 0.381† -

Dense Human - 0.740 0.835 0.461 0.566 - - 0.591 0.663 0.422 0.483 -

Hybrid ConvDR (RRF)♦ - - 0.799 - 0.541 - - - 0.545 - 0.392 -
Hybrid CRDR 0.853† 0.837† 0.852† 0.538† 0.578† - 0.702† 0.501 0.552 0.350 0.381 -

Table 2: Breakdown Analysis of the Result on CAsT

CAsT-19 CAsT-20

NDCG@3 =1 >0.5 >0 =0 =1 >0.5 >0 =0

Sparse Retrieval 5 45 79 44 2 26 73 107
Dense Retrieval 16 63 64 30 10 58 71 69
Hybrid 17 77 59 20 10 58 71 69

Table 3: Performance comparison between sparse re-
trieval and dense retrieval.

Search Model CAsT-19 CAsT-20
MRR NDCG@3 MRR NDCG@3

Sparse Transformer++ 0.557 0.267 0.162 0.100
Sparse QuReTeC 0.605 0.338 0.262 0.171
Sparse CRDR 0.664 0.340 0.267 0.174

Dense Transformer++ 0.696 0.441 0.296 0.185
Dense QuReTeC 0.709 0.443 0.430 0.287
Dense ConvDR 0.740 0.466 0.501 0.340
Dense CRDR 0.765 0.472 0.501 0.350

5.1 Sparse Retrieval v.s. Dense Retrieval

We conduct a breakdown analysis on the retrieval
results of CRDR, which is shown in Table 2. First,
the dense retrieval can rank positive document
higher in the documents list than sparse retrieval
as the overall NDCG@3 scores greatly increase;
Second, the advantages of dense retrieval system
are more obvious on CAsT-20 in which the query
might refer to the system’s answer. It illustrates
that the strong context modelling ability of dense
retrieval system enables handling complex query
context Besides, we find that the hybrid results
greatly improve on the CAsT-19 but not on the
CAsT-20, which implies that, for complex query
context, the dense retrieval system can fully cover
the retrieval ability of sparse retrieval. In conclu-
sion, the dense retrieval system is superior to sparse
retrieval in conversational search due to its strong
context modeling ability, especially for complex

query context.

5.2 Context Denoise via Query Rewriting

As mentioned in Section 5.1, generating a self-
contained query might suffer from information
missing. And learning a contextualized query em-
bedding from the whole query context might be
biased by the context noise. Table 3 shows the per-
formance comparison between sparse retrieval and
dense retrieval, from which we can find that: (1)
the Transformer++ and QuReTec are the previous
SOTA query rewriting models. Applying them into
a dense retrieval system would improve their perfor-
mance by a large margin, but cannot compete with
ConvDR and CRDR which takes the whole query
context as the input. This verifies our claim about
the information missing issue for query rewriting
models; (2) regarding sparse retrieval, our CRDR
performs better than previous SOTAs, which im-
plies that CRDR can detect more necessary infor-
mation from the query context. Benefiting from the
detected necessary information, CRDR learns the
query embedding by selectively extracting useful
information from the query context.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we explore how to unify query rewrit-
ing and dense retrieval in conversational search in
one framework. We propose CRDR, a model that
can simultaneously generate a self-contained query
and model the query context into a contextualized
query embedding that considers the relevant terms
detected during query rewriting. Specifically, the
Query Rewriting module directly modifies the orig-
inal query via an Encode-Tag-Modify framework.
The Dense Retrieval module leverage the relevant
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terms detected by the Query Rewriting module as
supervision signal to enhance the contextualized
query embedding. We conduct comprehensive ex-
periments on the CAsT-19 and CAsT-20 datasets.
The experiment results show that CRDR outper-
forms all baseline models on both sparse retrieval
and dense retrieval.
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Limitations

In this paper, we explore enhancing the represen-
tative ability of a conversational dense retriever by
explicitly modelling the relevant terms in the query
context. In the meantime, the proposed method,
CRDR, can generate a self-contained query. The
limitations of proposed method are threefold. First,
though the conversational dense retriever in CRDR
can benefit from the supervision signal provided
by its query rewriting module, the query rewriting
module fails to benefit from the retrieval process.
We will explore a better strategy to unify the two
tasks for conversational search in the future; Sec-
ond, the query rewriting module in CRDR is trained
on an auto-labelled dataset which may contain la-
bel noise and therefore bias the query rewriting
module. We think CRDR’s query rewriting module
can be largely improved if trained on a manually-
labelled dataset. The Modify step involves heuristic
rules, which might limit the query rewrite module
generalize to broader usage; Third, though TREC
CAsT-19 and TREC CAsT-20 are the most widely-
used benchmark datasets for conversational search,

their dataset size is relatively small, which may
bias the robustness of the evaluation results. We
believe that with the popularity of conversational
search, there will be large-scale datasets released
so that we can evaluate the models in a more robust
way.
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A Implementation Details

In our CRDR, the Query Rewriting module is
finetuned on a pretrained Bert model (bert-large-
uncased4) with the CANARD dataset. The dataset
is preprocessed as introduced in Appendix C. We
set the batch size to 4, the max sequence length to
300. We use the AdamW optimizer with a learning
rate of 5e-5. We train the model on the training
set of CANARD for 8 epochs and apply the early
stop strategy when the loss on the dev set does not
decrease.

For the sparse retrieval, we use the Pyserini
tool with its default parameter setting (Lin et al.,
2021a). For the dense retrieval, we initialize our
model with the ANCE-FirstP5 checkpoints at 600k-
th step (Xiong et al., 2020). For the CAsT-19
and CAsT-20 datasets, we perform five-fold cross-
validation for 8 epochs with the Adam optimizer
(learning rate 1e-5). We set the batch size as 4. The
max sequence length is 256 and 512 for the CAsT-
19 and CAsT-20 datasets, respectively. To facili-
tate the training of CRDR’s Dense Retrieval mod-
ule, we generate the relevant term labels using the
human-labelled bag-of-word data6. During evalua-
tion, the relevant terms are predicted by the Query
Rewriting module. Following Yu et al. (2021), we
first warm up the ANCE model by training one
epoch on the CANARD dataset for the CAsT-20
dataset. Besides, all document embeddings are en-
coded by ANCE and fixed in all experiments. For
the rerank phase, we use the BERT-large7 trained

4https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased/tree/main
5https://github.com/microsoft/ANCE
6https://github.com/svakulenk0/cast_evaluation
7https://github.com/nyu-dl/dl4marco-bert

on MS MARCO as the reranker (Nogueira and Cho,
2020). We did not fine-tune the reranker and only
replaced the original queries with the CRDR’s re-
formulated queries. For the hybrid search, we use
the CombSUM algorithm with depth = 1000 (Fox
and Shaw, 1994). All experiments are conducted
on a Tesla V100 16G GPU. The results of all base-
lines are either implemented by us or from the
original paper. All baseline results are equal to or
higher than reported in the original papers.

B Baseline Models

For traditional inverted-index retrieval, we use the
following baselines: (1) Original: the original
query without modification; (2) Human: the man-
ual oracle query annotated by humans; (3) Self-
learn (Yu et al., 2020): it trains a query simpli-
fier to generate conversational session queries and
then fine-tune a GPT-2 with the generated data;
(4) Rule-based (Yu et al., 2020): it applies heuris-
tic rules to generate conversational session queries
and then fine-tune a GPT-2 with the generated data;
(5) Transformer++ (Vakulenko et al., 2021a): it
fine-tune GPT-2 with the CANARD dataset. The
decoder of the GPT-2 considers multiple token
distributions when predicting the new query. (6)
QuReTec (Voskarides et al., 2020): it trains a binary
tagger to find relevant terms in the query context
and then adds these relevant terms at the end of the
original query. We use the following baselines for
dense retrieval and hybrid search: (7) ConvDR (Yu
et al., 2021): it inputs the whole query context into
a pretrained query encoder to get a contextualized
query embedding. (8) ConvDR (RRF) (Yu et al.,
2021): it fuses the results from the best BERT
ranker and ConvDR via RRF algorithm (Cormack
et al., 2009).

C Dataset

In this paper, we conduct experiments on the two
benchmark datasets TREC CAsT-19 and TREC
CAsT-20, which are the most widely-used datasets
to evaluate conversational search models. Besides,
we apply the CANARD dataset to train the CRDR’s
Query Rewriting module. The details of the three
datasets are as follow: (1) CAsT-19 (Dalton et al.,
2020b): The TREC Conversational Assistance
Track (CAsT) 2019 dataset is a benchmark dataset
for conversational search. It provides 30 training
dialogues and 50 test dialogues in which each dia-
logue is comprised of 9 to 10 queries. The corre-
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Table 4: The statistics of the CAsT datasets.

CAsT-19 CAsT-20

Train Eval Eval

# Query 108 173 208
# Dialog 13 20 25
# Assessment 2,399 29,571 40,451

Fails to meet (0) 1,759 21,451 33,781
Slightly meet (1) 329 2,889 2,697
Moderately meet (2) 311 2,157 1,834
Highly meet (3) 0 1,456 1,408
Fully meet (4) 0 1,618 731

sponding passage corpus is a combination of MS
MARCO and TREC Complex Answer Retrieval
(CAR). All of the test queries in the CAsT 19 have
manual oracle reformulated queries. (2) CAsT-
20 (Dalton et al., 2020a): The CAsT-20 dataset is
released in the following year of CAsT-19. It con-
tains 25 test dialogues and shares the same passage
corpus with CAsT-19. Except for query context,
CAsT-20 also provides corresponding answers to
each query. Thus, the query might also refer to pre-
vious answers. Table 4 shows the statistic informa-
tion of the CAsT-19 and CAsT-20 datasets. (3) CA-
NARD (Elgohary et al., 2019): The CANARD
dataset is derived from the QuAC dataset (Choi
et al., 2018). It contains 40,527 questions that have
gold resolutions annotated by humans. The CA-
NARD dataset does not have relevant term labels.
We follow Voskarides et al. (2020) to label relevant
terms in the original CANARD dataset with REL
label. Moreover, we label the IN token in the origi-
nal query by comparing the token-level differences
between the manual oracle query and the original
query. For example, for the original query “What is
its population” and an manual oracle query “What
is the Phoenix city’s population?”, by comparing
we can find the word “its” is replaced by the words
“he Phoenix city’s”. Then, we label the “its” word
as IN.

D Case Study

We conduct case study on the CAsT-19 dataset
to explore the quality of CRDR’s reformulated
queries and how the relevant terms effect the re-
trieval system’s performance. We show the case
study results in Table 5.

First, regarding the quality of query rewriting,
CRDR generates the most similar query to the man-
ual oracle query in the “sharks” topic and therefore
outperforms other models in sparse retrieval. In

the “Bronze Age collapse” topic, CRDR generates
a query that does not follow the manual oracle
query’s word order as it chooses the token “their”
as the entry word. However, CRDR still outper-
forms the other two query rewriting methods re-
garding the sparse retrieval’s performances. The
potential reason might be that the sparse retrieval
is not sensitive to word orders. Second, regarding
the performance of dense retrieval system, the two
dense retrieval methods outperform all sparse re-
trieval methods in the “sharks” topic, which implies
the [CLS] token succeed to summarize the impor-
tant information in the query context accurately.
Nevertheless, in the “Bronze Age collapse” topic,
the two dense retrieval methods are inferior to the
sparse retrieval methods, which implies the [CLS]
token fails to highlight the important information
in the context. Compared to ConvDR, CRDR fur-
ther considers the relevant terms in the context and
therefore outperform ConvDR in this case. Besides,
we also find that after fusing the sparse retrieval
and dense retrieval’s results, the ranking perfor-
mance decreases in the “sharks” but increases in
the “Bronze Age collapse” topic, which implies
that fusing multi-source retrieval results cannot con-
sistently lead to improvement.
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Table 5: Case study from CAsT-19. The blue and red
words represent relevant and entry words detected by
the CRDR’s query rewriting module, respectively. The
values in (·) are the nDCG@3 scores.

Topic: sharks
Query Context
q1: What are the different types of sharks?
q7: Tell me about makos.
q8: What are their adaptations?
q9: Where do they live?
q10:What do they eat?
Query Rewriting
Human: What do Mako sharks eat?
QuReTec: What do they eat? sharks makos
(0.074)
Transformer++: What do makos eat sharks
(0.074)
CRDR: What do sharks makos eat? (0.309)
Dense Retrieval
ConvDR: Dense (0.765)
CRDR: Dense (0.765)
CRDR: Fused (0.296)

Topic: Bronze Age collapse
Query Context
q1: Tell me about the Bronze Age collapse.
q2: What is the evidence for it?
q3: What are some of the possible causes?
q4: Who were the Sea Peoples?
q5: What was their role in it?
Query Rewriting
Human: What was their role in the Bronze
Age collapse?
QuReTec: What was their role in it? peoples
bronze collapse age sea (0.531)
Transformer++:
What was Sea Peoples role in the bronze age
collapse (0.531)
CRDR: What was sea peoples bronze age col-
lapse’s role in it? (0.704)
DenseRetrieval
ConvDR: Dense (0.0)
CRDR: Dense (0.235)
CRDR: Fused (0.852)
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